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Many of you may have already watched the pre-departure module.  This 
presentation is not meant to take the place of watching that module, if you have 
not already; but rather, is complementary information to help prepare you for 
your specific program.  You should be familiar with the material in BOTH the 
module and this presentation.  As a reminder, you should also go back and re-
watch the module, or this presentation, at any time prior to your trip if you 
have questions.	
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When you arrive in London, you must make your own way from the 
airport to your housing. Directions to you housing will be posted on your 
personal page. You can take public transportation or a taxi to you 
housing (Public Transportation being the much cheaper option, but may 
mean lugging your suitcases up stairs). Please note, you will not be met 
at the airport. 
 
You will start with a few activities on arrivals day of a local area walking 
tour and a meeting with your flat mates and London RA. 
 
The following day your orientation will begin.  
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London schedules and syllabi will be distributed upon your arrival in 
London and will also be available at: 
www.bu.edu/london/current-semester 
 
All students need to make sure they have activated their BU 
accounts so they can be enrolled on BU Blackboard Learn and 
have access to class readings. 
 
Paris Orientation & semester calendar: 
http://www.bu.edu/paris/files/2014/02/London-Paris-semester-
schedule-2014.pdf 
 
The Paris AH 383 Course-related activity guides are found at:  
http://www.bu.edu/paris/programs/london-paris-architecture-program/  
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The Courtfield Residence (a BU London dorm) is located in South Kensington 
and is within a 3 minute walk from our main building at Harrington Gardens. In 
Harrington Gardens we have classrooms, a library (lending), computer and 
printing facilities. Our Student Affairs office is also located here with a wide 
selection of travel books. Your BU classes will be held at the main BU London 
Centre building at 43 Harrington Gardens 
 
The housing is set up as suites with students in singles or shared bedrooms with 
en suite bathrooms – most of the beds are bunk-beds. Each floor has its own 
kitchen and eating area. Some residences have common rooms with their 
kitchens on each floor, others have a common room for the building in the 
basement. Laundry facilities are available in the dorms, at cost. Overnight guest 
are not permitted in BU housing. You may wish to investigate local hostels for 
your visitors (there is one directly across from the Crofton called Astor Hyde Park 
Hostel). 
 
You will be living in housing with students from some of our other programmes 
such as the LIP (which has about 100 students on it). There will be about 150 
students living in the housing of BU London Study Abroad. There are more details 
on our housing on the website: http://www.bu.edu/abroad/housing/london-
housing/ 
	




St Germain des Pres is an area of the 6th arrondissement and boasts 
art galleries, designer boutiques, bookstores and cozy cafés. It’s also 
near the Louvre and Notre Dame. 
 
In the dorm, there’s a library, TV lounge and computer lab with free 
black and white printing; laundry facilities are available at an additional 
cost. The dorm has no kitchens, however there are 2 fridges, a toaster, 
microwave and vending machines, as well as full meal service at 
additional cost. The bathrooms are shared – 6:1 ratio 
 
No overnight guests allowed 
 
Students will be transported as a group from London to Paris on the 
Eurostar (fare provided). Staff will meet students at train station and 
transport them to their dorm. There will be an orientation in the 
afternoon and a welcome dinner in the evening.  
 
No drugs or alcohol are allowed in the St John's residence.  
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Pass/Fail courses and auditing are not permitted	

	

The Disability Services process can take several weeks, both BU 
and non-BU students need to work with them. All contact with 
ODS must be student initiated (i.e. not parents or study abroad 
advisors). Not all accommodations you receive on your home 
campus are guaranteed abroad, and will vary by site.  	

	

	

Personal Travel vs. Academic Programme – Academics are the 
reason that you are coming to London and are priority. Leaving 
early on a Friday for a flight to Milan is NOT an excuse for missing 
class.	

	

Parents and Friends –The best time for friends and family to visit 
are after your academic commitments have been fulfilled (and the 
weather is warmer!) 	
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Students should: 
 - check with their banks to see if they have a relationship with any UK 
banks  
 - warn them that they will be using their card outside of the US for the 
length of the programme.  
 - start online banking so that you can keep track of your account while 
you are in the UK and France (there have been cases of card copying) 
 
The Global Alliance is a group of member banks that have come 
together to make sure you have more cost-effective access to your 
money at cash machines when you are abroad. When you withdraw 
cash from a Barclays ATM abroad with Bank of America (a member 
bank), you won’t pay the £1.50 non-sterling cash fee (but you will still be 
charged a 2.99% non-sterling transaction fee). Additionally, BNP 
Parisbas in France is part of the member bank and is across from the 
BU centre. 
 
With HSBC, you may withdraw cash worldwide without paying any 
HSBC ATM fees (a Non-Sterling transaction fee of 2.75% applies).  
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- The British Museum, the National Gallery, the Tate Modern, the Imperial War 
Museum, the Natural History Museum, and the Victoria & Albert Museum - 
FREE!	

 - Changing of the Guard at 11:30am at Buckingham Palace - FREE!	

 - See London from the top of a double-decker bus	

 - Wander around Spitalfields Market, Portobello Market, and Borough Market 
- FREE!	

 - Jack the Ripper Walk	

Musicals	

Sporting Events	

Day Trips outside London	

Opera	

Art Exhibitions	

Wales adventure weekend	

You will be able to order advance tickets via your London Personal Page but	
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Set a British or French website as your home page! 
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Musicals 
Sporting Events 
Day Trips outside London 
Opera 
Art Exhibitions 
Wales adventure weekend 
 
There are travel books available on site for students to use so no need 
to bring any over! 
	




Culture refers to the cumulative deposit of knowledge, experience, beliefs, 
values, attitudes, meanings, hierarchies, religion, notions of time, roles, spatial 
relations, concepts of the universe, and material objects and possessions 
acquired by a group of people in the course of generations through individual 
and group striving.	
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Provides 100% of covered medical expenses up to $250,000 for 
injury and illness, including services of a physician, hospital, 
emergency room, ambulatory medical center, lab tests, ambulance 
service, prescriptions	
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We strongly recommend a laptop (if you have one) along with a plug 
adaptor (and make sure it’s an adaptor which you can use in both the 
UK and Europe - they are two different shaped plugs) 
 - Comfortable clothes and walking shoes for walking tours and 
rainwear.  
 - Summer is generally warm in Paris, with the occasional heat wave. 
Peak summer is July and August and daytime highs are regularly in the 
mid-20s. Summer months average about 60mm of rain which is actually 
slightly higher than in London.  
 - If you use any prescription medication, bring enough for the semester. 
If you have medication shipped to you during the term, it will be stopped 
at Customs and you run the risk of not receiving your medication in 
time. 
 - Consider bringing enough toiletries, batteries, stationery, etc. as it is 
cheaper to buy these items in the US and leaves you with extra luggage 
space for your return home. 
 - Bath towels (all other linens provided) 
Please note that airlines only allow one piece of checked luggage for 
free – you will have to pay for any additional luggage! 
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On your personal page you can:	

1.   Order mobile phones – there are phones on sale for as little £10, but there 

are other models available for different prices. All students must have a 
mobile phone while on the programme.	


2.   Choose housing and roommates: single rooms are available on a first-
come, first-served basis but please note that there is an extra charge for 
singles and priority is given to medical concerns. 	


3.  Social programme tickets	

4.   Fill in arrival info, emergency info and passport info	

5.  Find arrival information and directions to your housing (students are 

responsible for finding their own way to the housing).	

	




Make a realistic communication plan with 
your family and friends that is reasonable, 
but that you can keep up!	


The best plan will strike a balance 
between sharing your experiences with 
those at home regularly, while primarily 
engaging with your new local culture.	

When you’re homesick, try not to call 
home or use social media more, it will 
only make it worse!	
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On your personal page you can: 
•   Order mobile phones – there are phone on sale for as little £10.49, 

but there are other models available at different prices. All students 
must have a mobile phone while on the programme. 

•   Choose housing and roommates: single rooms are available on a 
first-come, first-served basis but please note that there is an extra 
charge for singles and priority is given to medical concerns.  

•  Social programme tickets 
•   Fill in arrival info, emergency info and passport info 
•  Find arrival information and directions to your housing (students are 

responsible for finding their own way to the London housing).  
•  In Paris you will be met by staff and taken to your accommodation.  
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General PDP is imperative to complete, and you should have received 
reminders about completing it by now. These items must be completed in order 
to be registered for the program, remain compliant with Boston University, and 
get billed for the program.	

	

Check in with offices on your campus prior to departure- for BU students: 
Student Accounting Services, Financial Assistance; for non-BU students: Study 
Abroad Office	
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The experience of culture shock can and does vary from person to person, and 
the ways in which to deal with it will also be individual. This are just a few 
suggestions.  Other suggestions can be found in our on-line module, as well as 
other resources you should seek out, weather or not you have a pre-disposition 
to home-sickness (??).	

	

-Reflect- Journal, blog, talk with others, etc. 	

-Examples of university support system	
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Some of you may have heard of culture shock, or the feeling of disorientation 
experienced by someone who is suddenly subjected to an unfamiliar culture, 
way of life, or set of attitudes. The experience of culture shock can and does 
vary from person to person.  You may already have an idea of what to expect 
while on site but even for students who have spent time abroad, or even visited 
their destination, culture shock can manifest itself in a variety of different 
ways, and at any time.  For most of you,  you will experience what is called the 
“Honeymoon phase” when you first arrive:  everything will be new and 
exciting, and you’ll (hopefully) be falling in love with your new home and 
meeting tons of new friends.  However, what can often happen is that this 
period of bliss will wear off, especially as you start trying to find your way 
through your routine in a new city where everything may be different from 
what you’re used to (some examples here).  For instance, all the charming 
British accents may start to bother you, or your new roommate’s snoring might 
not be so charming after a few weeks of jet-lagged sleep.  You might start to 
regret your decision and feel homesick, away from your friends and family.  
However, this feeling will also go away (using some of the tips on the next 
slide) and you’ll slowly start to adapt and flourish in your new surroundings.  
Eventually, you’ll be so at home, that coming home will feel like culture shock 
all over again!	
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Provides 100% of covered medical expenses up to $250,000 for 
injury and illness, including services of a physician, hospital, 
emergency room, ambulatory medical center, lab tests, ambulance 
service, prescriptions	
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Even if you may be excited about new opportunities 	

Stress or anxiety may increase abroad	

You may feel sad and lonely, or like you are missing 
out	


Set aside time to continue your own stress-
management activities (e.g. exercise, join a 
club, get plenty of rest, spend time with new 
friends) 	

If your regular activities are not available 
abroad, try something new!	

If the feelings persist, talk with the on-site staff 
and arrange through CISI to meet with a mental 
health professional locally  	
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Discuss knowing and being in-tune with your personal limits - physically, 
sexually, legally, and with substances. Zero-tolerance drug policy. 	

Local laws: some things may be legal/ilegal while abroad that aren’t in the US. 
While we may not be able to stop you from doing something perfectly legal 
abroad we also can’t negotiate on your behalf if you break the law (cultural 
anecdote? Give local example). You are expected to be a responsible 
ambassador of BU and your home country. 	
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